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Question: 213
NGFW mode allows policy-based configuration for most inspection rules.
Which security profile’s configuration does not change when you enable policy-based inspection?
A. Web filtering
B. Antivirus
C. Web proxy
D. Application control

Answer: B

Question: 214
Which statements best describe auto discovery VPN (ADVPN). (Choose two.)
A. It requires the use of dynamic routing protocols so that spokes can learn the routes to other spokes.
B. ADVPN is only supported with IKEv2.
C. Tunnels are negotiated dynamically between spokes.
D. Every spoke requires a static tunnel to be configured to other spokes so that phase 1 and phase 2 proposals are
defined in advance.

Answer: A C

Question: 215
An administrator observes that the port1 interface cannot be configured with an IP address.
What can be the reasons for that? (Choose three.)
A. The interface has been configured for one-arm sniffer.
B. The interface is a member of a virtual wire pair.
C. The operation mode is transparent.
D. The interface is a member of a zone.
E. Captive portal is enabled in the interface.

Answer: A B C
Explanation:

https://help.fortinet.com/fos50hlp/54/Content/FortiOS/fortigate-whats-new-54/Top_VirtualWirePair.htm

Question: 216
Which of the following SD-WAN load Cbalancing method use interface weight value to distribute traffic? (Choose
two.)
A. Source IP
B. Spillover
C. Volume
D. Session

Answer: C D

Question: 217
Which of the following statements about backing up logs from the CLI and downloading logs from the GUI are true?
(Choose two.)
A. Log downloads from the GUI are limited to the current filter view
B. Log backups from the CLI cannot be restored to another FortiGate.
C. Log backups from the CLI can be configured to upload to FTP as a scheduled time
D. Log downloads from the GUI are stored as LZ4 compressed files.

Answer: B C

Question: 218
Which of the following statements are true when using WPAD with the DHCP discovery method? (Choose two.)
A. If the DHCP method fails, browsers will try the DNS method.
B. The browser needs to be preconfigured with the DHCP server’s IP address.
C. The browser sends a DHCPONFORM request to the DHCP server.
D. The DHCP server provides the PAC file for download.

Answer: A C

Question: 219
Examine this output from a debug flow:

Which statements about the output are correct? (Choose two.)
A. FortiGate received a TCP SYN/ACK packet.
B. The source IP address of the packet was translated to 10.0.1.10.
C. FortiGate routed the packet through port 3.

D. The packet was allowed by the firewall policy with the ID 00007fc0.

Answer: A C

Question: 220
What settings must you configure to ensure FortiGate generates logs for web filter activity on a firewall policy called
Full Access? (Choose two.)
A. Enable Event Logging.
B. Enable a web filter security profile on the Full Access firewall policy.
C. Enable Log Allowed Traffic on the Full Access firewall policy.
D. Enable disk logging.

Answer: B C

Question: 221
Which of the following statements are best practices for troubleshooting FSSO? (Choose two.)
A. Include the group of guest users in a policy.
B. Extend timeout timers.
C. Guarantee at least 34 Kbps bandwidth between FortiGate and domain controllers.
D. Ensure all firewalls allow the FSSO required ports.

Answer: A D
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